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Some people use the term “whistleblower” colloquially to refer to journalists, ... The most important point is that it is possible to
fight wrongdoing from within without ... Notwithstanding the above, you may choose to blow the whistle. ... “Don't do the right
thing looking for a reward, because it might not come.”.. Journalist and digital rights activist Danny O'Brien came to GUADEC
to try to ... ship with Off-the-Record (OTR) encryption support because it makes his job ... The organizations that know they
don't want people to have privacy ... IPSEC but we live in the real world and need to deal with real issues, and .... He's one of
many for whom the coronavirus crisis has led to a political ... “I don't want to remain silent, or shut my eyes and ears. It's not
that I can't have a nice life, with a wife and kids. I can. I'm doing this because I hope more young people can, like me, stand up,”
he says. ... That is more true than ever.. Google's changes to its privacy policy on March 1, 2012 enabled the company to share
data ... At the Techonomy conference in 2010, Eric Schmidt predicted that "true ... "In a world of asynchronous threats it is too
dangerous for there not to be some way to ... You think you don't have 14 photos of yourself on the internet?. Encryption is a
way of preventing people from reading information you want to keep private. ... Because only you and your friend know the
password that can do this, your ... Well, if those passwords don't seem like top-notch security, it gets worse. Real attackers are
going to use computers to do all the guessing, and that lets .... That means messages don't live on servers and aren't readable to
eavesdroppers, or even ... As activists and wary citizens prepare for a president-elect who seemingly ... apparatus, Signal has
become the gateway drug to the encrypted life. ... That's because Marlinspike said people will find that the classic .... The
National Security Agency's snooping is about to get more difficult. ... “We don't want any government breaking the security of
the Internet. ... it quicker and easier for people to get that extra layer of security should they need it. ... used by privacy activists
to shame companies that do not support encryption.. That's a shame because in the real world, most people don't chose to be
activists or to be in a position where encryption is necessary. ... Moreover, one of the core principles of security is "threat
modeling," that is, choosing .... And understanding the threats we are facing is an important first step. ... And we're going to talk
with two of the people who are most familiar with ... IGNATIUS: And Jim, let me ask you, because you were in the position
that Acting DNI Joe ... We don't want a single authority tells us what's true and what isn't.. PEOPLE ARE TAKING THESE
ON BECAUSE THEY THINK OF ... IT CAUSES THE GOVERNMENT TO TAKE .... Trump is about to have more tools of
surveillance at his disposal than ... Before you can encrypt your phone, you need to set a strong pattern, ... that tell them their
software is out of date — don't ignore these. ... Most people in the world appreciate TRUMP. ... Your not old enough to
remember true freedom.. We urgently need to remember who Biden is and think carefully ... what the real-world effects of their
actions are on the people whose ... I don't need to remind you that many people die or go broke because they can't afford
treatment. ... reversed his position, having had to be forced by decades of activism.. “Yet that is precisely what the internet – and
the big companies that ... From encrypted apps used by terrorists (but also by peaceful activists) to ... want to join a network
because your friends are on it; you won't leave for ... that to find comparisons in the real world you have to look for truly global
phenomena.. The first step that anyone could take is to encrypt their phone calls and ... Maybe journalists, in some cases, or
activists, or people like that? ... Because of course you don't need to hide everything from the ... To have real privacy you have
to have both. ... Do you want to live in a quantified world? ... Great job!. So I think we need to be clear, from the very outset,
that the encryption debate is not ... complicated because we do not want to hinder encryption's legitimate use, ... In summary,
the SAFE Act will harm national security by making NSA's job of ... as encryption becomes much more pervasive so that
people don't have to go to .... If we only use encryption when we're working with important data, then ... Encryption is like
vaccination - the more people get vaccinated, the more secure the non-vaccinated get as well, e.g because unsigned spam will be
mostly ... If I want to keep everything private, then I am projecting that on the world.. In this way, the Internet's pervasive co-
presence with real world processes, ... The unknown is no longer that which is unavailable, because whatever is ... The Internet is
great for disorganized people like me who don't want to throw ... The truth in fact is that there are three times more words with
K in third than in first position.. Ordinary people don't exchange email messages that any powerful adversary would ... Anyway,
no, because you need to parse a header to read the JWT, so you inherit ... It's “the most impactful cryptographic attack against
real-world systems, ... If you are in a position to use KMS, Amazon's (or Google's) Hardware Security .... What are the
important ethical issues in cybersecurity? ... the opposite of this – a life that is not only acceptable, but even excellent and
worthy of ... can make it easier for people to live well (for example, by allowing more efficient use and ... We don't build or
invest in a technology hoping it will make no one's life better, or.. I don't want to spend much time talking about KRACK itself,
because the ... But that's why people who do formal verification of protocols don't have many friends. ... We need machine-
assisted verification of protocols, preferably tied to the actual ... (and downloaded its MPK), you can encrypt to anyone in the
entire world. 640313382f 
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